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Case Study

Streamlining Calibration and
Maintenance with CompuCal's
SaaS/AI platform

Progressive companies are on a digital
transformation journey and Carlisle Construction
Materials (CCM), a division of Carlisle Companies
Incorporated (NYSE:CSL) is more progressive than
most. CCM has a large and complex manufacturing
footprint, with more than 40 different locations.
Given the very different manufacturing processes
and systems, getting a consistent enterprise wide
view and control of critical assets was both
challenging and necessary.

CompuCal’s platform was the solution that CCM
identified as capable of delivering on all fronts, from
a functionality perspective while also delivering in
terms of value for money.

As is typical of a large manufacturing entity with
thousands of assets distributed over a multitude of
different locations across the US, CCM was
managing various challenges such as manual
processes, siloed data and inconsistent asset
information.

By implementing CompuCal’s Digital Platform, CCM
was able to rapidly transform their calibration
management process and deliver against all the
project goals and objectives.

CompuCal provided CCM with a centralized, unified
view of all their assets, with updated information
about the current status, maintenance history and
compliant calibration records. The SaaS/AI Cloud
platform standardized all critical asset information,
virtually eliminating the risk of human errors and
ensuring proper maintenance of assets.

CompuCal’s comprehensive analytics suite enabled
CCM to identify trends, track performance, and
make informed decisions to enhance their
processes. The company's standard operating
procedures were incorporated into automated
workflows, streamlining the process and reducing
manual intervention, ensuring consistent
compliance with all procedures across the network
of manufacturing plants.

Calibration management is crucial for
manufacturing companies to ensure that all
measurement instruments in the company are
functioning within specified parameters, meet
industry standards & ensure the effectiveness of
the plants operation. This functionality can include
other important assets also, so the scope can be as
broad as needed.

An effective calibration management platform saves
time and money, by reducing downtime, increasing
capacity and optimizing the amount of calibration
and maintenance work carried out.

CCM was seeking a way to consistently manage
these processes enterprise wide. The management
team wanted to move to a digital solution that was
configurable to meet their complex needs,
extensible to the full enterprise and easy to deploy
and use.



The software generated automated deviation alerts
and communicated them to relevant stakeholders,
helping to swiftly address any issues and improving
the reliability of assets.

Comprehensive, multi-layer reporting capabilities,
including dashboards and actionable insights,
allowed CCM to gain a better understanding of their
processes and make informed decisions to improve
their operations.

By transforming the calibration management
process to a paperless environment, CCM reduced
the risk of errors and improved the overall
efficiency of the process.
The implementation of the software has been a
huge step forward. Now all processes are
consistently managed, with full visibility of asset
status, history, work schedules, overdue calibration
or maintenance, deviations, corrective actions, etc.

This has delivered tremendous efficiency benefit as
well as enhanced the quality of operations and
reduced the risk of defective processes. There has
been a 6 month return on investment, which
represents fantastic value for money.

Carlisle Construction Materials has made a huge
leap forward. Working with the assets and systems
they had, they have digitally transformed their
process and now have complete control and
visibility enterprise-wide, on a simple to use, easy to
install cloud platform with role based dashboards
for ease of visibility across all plants.

In conclusion, the implementation of Calibration
Management Software brought numerous benefits
to CCM. The software provided a comprehensive
view of all assets, standardized asset critical
information and incorporated automated
workflows, streamlining processes and improving
the overall efficiency and reliability of the company's
assets. The digital transformation of the process
reduced the risk of errors and delivered substantial
return on investment.

"At Carlisle Construction Materials we have a large
footprint of manufacturing facilities and were
seeking a way to consistently manage our
calibration environment across the enterprise.
CompuCal’s SaaS/AI platform delivers on all fronts,
simple to deploy and easy to use, with terrific
support. We now have a consistent, enterprise
view of all calibration activity, we know at a glance
our overall status, enabling us to manage key
activities, prioritise where necessary, manage our
resources and protect all our key processes. The
role based views and reports are really powerful
and provide real time actionable data, so we now
have a tightly managed system.
The CompuCal platform enabled us to rapidly
embrace digital transformation, move to a
paperless environment, improve our operations
and has delivered outstanding value for money.
We now know that we are in control and fully
compliant at all times, peace of mind, digitally
delivered."
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